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Abstract
Recent concurrent advances in methodology development, computer hardware and
simulation software has transformed our ability to make practical, quantitative predictions of relative ligand binding aﬃnities to guide rational drug design. In the past, these
calculations have been hampered by the lack of aﬀordable software with highly eﬃcient
implementations of state-of-the-art methods on specialized hardware such as graphical processing units, combined with the paucity of available workﬂows to streamline
throughput for real-world industry applications. Herein we discuss recent methodology
development, GPU-accelerated implementation, and workﬂow creation for alchemical
free energy simulation methods in the AMBER Drug Discovery Boost (AMBER-DD
Boost) package available as a patch to AMBER20. Among the methodological advances
are 1) new methods for the treatment of softcore potentials that overcome long standing
end-point catastrophe and softcore imbalance problems and enable single-step alchemical transformations between ligands, and 2) new adaptive enhanced sampling methods
in the "alchemical" (or "λ") dimension to accelerate convergence and obtain high precision ligand binding aﬃnity predictions, 3) robust network-wide analysis methods that
include cycle closure and reference constraints and restraints, and 4) practical workﬂows
that enable streamlined calculations on large datasets to be performed. Benchmark calculations on various systems demonstrate that these tools deliver an outstanding combination of accuracy and performance, resulting in reliable high-throughput binding
aﬃnity predictions at aﬀordable cost.
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Introduction

A major goal in drug discovery is to use fast computational methods to make predictions
about the binding thermodynamics, and in some cases kinetics, of lead compounds to protein or nucleic acid drug targets in order to guide the process of lead reﬁnement. Among
the most rigorous approaches are so-called alchemical free energy simulations that enable
the prediction of absolute and relative binding free energies (RBFEs). 1–6 Recent progress
and improvements in computer hardware, simulation software, and free energy methods, 6–18
especially the development of highly eﬃcient and cost-eﬀective GPU-accelerated free energy
calculations, 2,18–23 have signiﬁcantly extended the accessible time scales of computer simulations and scope of applications. In addition to ongoing challenges of developing more accurate
force ﬁelds and eﬃcient sampling methods, there is need to improve our ability to optimally
set up alchemical free energy calculations, 1,24–36 and perform robust analysis. 31,37–45
Over the past several years we have made advances in addressing key barriers to progress
in the ﬁeld, and have implemented state-of-the-art methods for GPU-accelerated free energy
simulations into AMBER20. Most recently, we have created the AMBER Drug Discovery
Boost package that contains new features, methods, tools and workﬂows to greatly extend
the capabilities and usability of the software at production scale. The most promising,
validated innovations in the boost package will be integrated into a future AMBER oﬃcial
release (currently on a 2-year release cycle).
The remainder of the book chapter discusses these advances and presents illustrative examples, and it is organized as follows. The following section (section 2) provides a theoretical
overview in implementation-level detail as it pertains to AMBER20 and the AMBER Drug
Discovery Boost package. Emphasis is placed on strictly deﬁning the terms and functional
forms for the λ-dependent potentials, and how they relate to the user control ﬂags in the
software. These potentials form the foundation of the free energy simulation and enhanced
sampling methods that follow. Section 3 describes the AMBER Drug Discovery Boost package, including a summary of its functionality in relation to AMBER20, its availability, as
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well as detailed subsections that describe new features, methods and tools, including:
• Pairwise smoothstep softcore potentials to construct stable and robust alchemical
transformations
• AlChemical Enhanced Sampling (ACES) for eﬃcient sampling in the λ-dimension
• BARnet and MBARnet methods for network-wide analysis of compound libraries with
cycle closure and experimental reference constraints
• Streamlined workﬂows for performing and analyzing simulations of relative binding
free energies
The chapter concludes with a perspective outlook for the future.
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Theoretical Overview

2.1

Background

The change in free energy between two thermodynamic states can be computed from equilibrium simulations using a free energy perturbation (FEP) 46 or thermodynamic integration
(TI) 47,48 formulation, or through non-equilibrium ensemble simulations using the Jarzynski equality and its equation variations. 49–56 In the current work, we focus on calculation
of relative free energies from equilibrium simulations using TI and FEP formulations with
Bennett Acceptance Ratio 57,58 (BAR) and its multistate generalization 39,59 (MBAR), that
have recently been extended in their formulation to enable solution of network-wide analysis
using a constrained variational approach (BARnet and MBARnet). 60
In the thermodynamic integration (TI) free energy formulation, 47,48 a parametric pathway is introduced to connect thermodynamic states. In practice, use of BAR and MBAR
methods also require use of a parametric pathway in order to ensure suﬃcient phase space
overlap required to obtain reliable thermodynamic averages, and hence the discussion of
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thermodynamic pathways that follow is equally valid for these methods. Often the parameter in this path is designated by the variable λ and varies between 0 and 1. As the the end
states are generally chemically distinct molecules with diﬀerent compositions, the pathway
is non-physical and sometimes referred to as an “alchemical” transformation. The free energy change, ∆A0→1 , between states “0” and “1” can be achieved through integration of the
thermodynamic derivative as:
∫

(

1

dλ ·

∆A0→1 =
0

dA
dλ

)

∫

⟨

1

dλ ·

=
0

∂U (rN ; λ)
∂λ

⟩
≈
λ

M
∑
k=1

⟨
wk ·

∂U (rN ; λ)
∂λ

⟩
(1)
λk

where the second integral involves the derivative of the potential energy U with respect to
the parameter that smoothly connects the end states λ = 0 and λ = 1, and the sum indicates
numerical integration over M quadrature points (λk , for k = 1, · · · M ) with associated weights
wk . While the free energy is a state function, and formally is invariant to the pathway
connecting states, as will be demonstrated below, in practical simulations the thermodynamic
averages in Eqn. 1 are extremely sensitive to the pathway.
Here, we present a generalized formulation of the λ-dependent transformation that occurs
through both scaling of diﬀerent potential energy components using λ-dependent weights,
as well as introducing explicit non-linear λ-dependence into certain potential energy terms
themselves. In order to describe the necessary details to facilitate clear, precise discussion,
we introduce a ﬂexible notation which pertains to classical additive force ﬁelds. These are
summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1: Deﬁnition of potential energy terms and their abbreviations used as subscripts (lack of a
term subscript implies all energy terms).
Abbreviation

Energy Term

rec

PME reciprocal space

dir

PME direct/real space

1-4 Ele

1-4 Electrostatic

LJ
1-4 LJ

Collective Terms
Electrostatic(Ele)
UEle = Urec + Udir
+ U1−4Ele

van der Waals/Lennard-Jones

Non-bonded (nb)
Unb = Udir +
U1−4Ele + ULJ +
U1−4LJ

1-4 Lennard-Jones

bond

Bond stretch

ang

Angle bend

tor

Torsion rotate (proper/improper)

Bonded (b) Ub =
Ubond + Uang + Utor

Herein we assume that no interaction energy term (e.g., Uang or Utor ) would contain atoms that span all three TS, TC
and I regions.
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Table 2: Deﬁnition of regions (non-overlapping sets of atoms) and the notation used as superscripts
to indicate internal potential energy within a region, and interaction energy between regions (lack
of a superscript implies all regions, i.e., the entire system).
Notation

Region/InteractionsDescription

TS

Transforming:
Separable
coordinate/softcore

Region that is transforming and is described by a dual
topology with separate coordinates for each state. This
region contains all atoms that will be transformed into
“dummy” atoms using softcore potentials.

TC

Transforming:
Constrained
coordinate/common
core

Region that is transforming and is described formally by
a dual topology but with coordinates constrained to be
the same. This region does not interact using softcore
potentials except for interactions with the TS region.

I

Immutable

Region that is NOT transforming (immutable) and is described by a single topology and set of coordinates. This
region does not interact using softcore potentials except
for interactions with the TS region.

TS+TC+I

Combined TC and I
region

Union of the sets of atoms in the TC and I regions.

UT S

Internal energy of TS
region

Each of the contributing bonded or non-bonded internal
energy terms (bond, angle, torsion, LJ, dir, etc) arises
from a set of atoms that are contained within TS region;
i.e., all atoms of the term belong to the TS region.

UT C

Internal energy of TC
region

Each of the contributing bonded or non-bonded internal
energy terms (bond, angle, torsion, LJ, dir, etc) arises
from a set of atoms that are contained within TC region;
i.e., all atoms of the term belong to the TC region.

UI

Internal energy of I
region

Each of the contributing bonded or non-bonded internal
energy terms (bond, angle, torsion, LJ, dir, etc) arises
from a set of atoms that are contained within I region;
i.e., all atoms of the term belong to the I region.

UT C+I

Internal energy of
TC+I region

Each of the contributing bonded or non-bonded internal
energy terms (bond, angle, torsion, LJ, dir, etc) arises
from a set of atoms that are contained within the combined (TC+I) region; i.e., all atoms of the term belong to
the TC+I region.

UT S/T C

Interaction
energy
between TS and TC
regions

Each of the contributing bonded or non-bonded interaction energy terms (bond, angle, torsion, LJ, dir, etc) arises
from a set of atoms that span the TS and TC regions; i.e.,
some belong to the TS region, while others in the same
term belong to the TC region.

UT S/I

Interaction
energy
between TS and I
regions

Each of the contributing bonded or non-bonded interaction energy terms (bond, angle, torsion, LJ, dir, etc) arises
from a set of atoms that span the TS and I regions; i.e.,
some belong to the TS region, while others in the same
term belong to the I region.

UT S/T C+I

Interaction
energy
between TS and
(TC+I) regions

Each of the contributing bonded or non-bonded interaction energy terms (bond, angle, torsion, LJ, dir, etc) arises
from a set of atoms that span the TS and combined (TC+I)
regions; i.e., some belong to the TS region, while others in the same term belong to the (TC+I) region. Note:
UT S/(T C+I) = UT S/T C + UT S/I
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Speciﬁcally, we introduce a system whereby we use subscripts to indicate the state (“0”
or “1”) and (optionally) the speciﬁc term in the potential energy, and superscripts to indicate
the speciﬁc atoms involved in the interaction. The state of the system and speciﬁc energy
X/Y

X
terms follow the general form U{0/1},abbr
or U{0/1},abbr where the state is indicated as either

0 or 1, the energy term is designated an appropriate abbreviation (abbr) as indicated in
Table 1, and the superscript “X” indicated an internal potential energy for region “X” and
“X/Y” indicated the interaction energy between regions “X” and “Y” as indicated in Table 2.
The two 1-4 terms in Table 1 involve how the Lennard-Jones (LJ) and electrostatic (Ele)
terms are treated between the atoms in the 1 and 4 position of a torsion angle (where
there is a chemical bond between 1-2, 2-3 and 3-4 atoms, and the torsion involves rotation
about the 2-3 bond). These interactions are frequently scaled by a ﬁxed constant, in which
case the 1-4 LJ and 1-4 Ele are the compensating corrections that need to be made to the
unscaled interactions in order to achieve the desired scaling. Hence in the present context,
we will consider the 1-4 LJ and 1-4 Ele terms as separate from the total unscaled LJ and
Ele terms. In the above, the total electrostatic energy for state 0 is the sum of the PME
reciprocal and direct space terms (U0,Ele = U0,rec + U0,dir + U0,1−4Ele ). In some cases, we
will refer collectively to “bonded” (b) and “non-bonded” (nb) terms. The bonded terms
are collectively the bond, angle, torsion(U0,b = U0,bond + U0,ang + U0,tor ). The non-bonded
terms are collectively the PME direct space and LJ terms, including 1-4 Ele and 1-4 LJ
(U0,nb = U0,LJ + U0,dir + U0,1−4LJ + U0,1−4Ele ). Note: the PME reciprocal space term is a
separate term not part of the non-bonded terms. If the second energy term subscript is
dropped, this implies summation over all relevant energy terms for given state (indicated by
the ﬁrst subscript).
In addition, we indicate the atoms involved in the evaluation of each of the energy terms
as superscripts. We ﬁrst introduce notation that distinguishes diﬀerent regions of the system. The two main subdivisions: one region is alchemical transforming (T), whereas the rest
of the surrounding environment is immutable (I), i.e., not transforming. In the AMBER20
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implementation, a hybrid dual-topology 61 approach is utilized. The immutable part is represented by a single “topology” and set of coordinates. The transforming part of the system
is represented by a formal dual topology and set of coordinates. The transforming region
is deﬁned by keywords “timask1” and “timask2”. In order to facilitate phase space overlap
between states during the alchemical transformation, it may be desirable that certain atoms
of the transforming region are constrained to have the same coordinates (e.g., if two drug
molecules share a common core of atoms, and diﬀer only by certain attached substituents).
Other atoms in the transforming region cannot be easily mapped between states and have
separable coordinates that can adopt diﬀerent conformations that do not directly interact
with one another. Often this separable dual-coordinate approach requires the introduction
of explicit non-linear λ-dependent terms to “soften” the interaction of these atoms with their
surroundings. These are most often employed for non-bonded interactions such as LJ and Ele
(or in the case of PME electrostatics, often just the dir term), but other forms have also been
developed for bonds and other terms in the potential. 62–64 These modiﬁed λ-dependent softening potentials are referred to as “softcore potentials”, and in AMBER20 the atoms involved
with these potentials are deﬁned by the keywords "scmask1" and "scmask2". In our notation, we will subdivide the transforming region (T) into the constrained coordinate/common
core (TC) and the separable-coordinate/softcore (TS) regions.
Thus the system can be divided into regions I (immutable), TC (transforming constrained) and TS (transforming separable) regions. The I region has the same atomic coordinates, parameters and internal potential energy for both states 0 and 1. The TC region can
have diﬀerent parameters between states 0 and 1, but the coordinates of mapped atoms are
constrained to be the same. The TS region also can have diﬀerent parameters between states
0 and 1, but unlike the TC region each state has its own separable set of atomic coordinates.
For notational purposes, we designate combined regions using a “+” symbol, such as
“TC+I” or “TS+TC”, and with this convention the complete system is “TS+TC+I”. In our
notation, we refer to internal potential energy U X that occur between atoms contained within
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the region ”X” by using a superscript indicating the region (e.g., U T S and U T C+I represent
the internal potential energy of the T S and T C + I regions, respectively). We refer to
potential energy interactions U X/Y that occur between regions X and Y using a superscript
indicating the two regions separated by a “/” (e.g., U T S/T C+I would represent all potential
interactions between the T S and T C + I regions). It should be clariﬁed that for the internal
potential energy U X of a region X involves all energy terms where all atoms involved in each
term (e.g., the four atoms involved in a torsion angle potential energy) are contained within
the region X. If atoms involved in a potential energy term occupy two regions X and Y ,
then this term will be contained in the interaction energy U X/Y . We assume that there are
no energy terms that span more than two regions (e.g., there are no 3-body angle bending or
4-body torsion angle rotation terms that involve atoms of the TS, TC and I regions within
the same term). If the superscript is omitted, this implies the region considered is the entire
system, i.e., T S + T C + I (e.g., U0 is the total system potential energy in state 0).
Before moving on, we should make some important clariﬁcations that will serve to set
the stage for discussion of alchemical enhanced sampling methods later on. In the case of
alchemical free energy simulations, the goal is to transform state 0 into state 1 while stably
computing the free energy change in small steps, designated “λ windows”, each of which
requires a separate simulation. This requires reasonable phase space overlap between the
end states of each window, and this overlap is very sensitive to the choice of the T C and T S
regions, and the use (and form) of softcore potentials. The most common use case in free
energy simulations is that phase space overlap is usually facilitated by judicious choice of
the T C and T S regions, where it is generally assumed that the T S region having seperable
coordinates for the two states will also be the one that will require use of λ-dependent softcore
potentials in the transformation. In fact, AMBER20 has this assumption hardwired into the
code: the “scmask1” and “scmask2” will ﬂag the code to make separable coordinates for these
sets of atoms, and also treat their non-bonded interactions with softcore potentials.
We are now ready to introduce the general equation for the λ-dependent potential en-
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ergy. We ﬁrst formally create a linear algebraic vector notation that uses a superindex,
designated i in the summations below, to combine all possible elemental energy terms and
internal/interaction regions. Speciﬁcally, summation over the superindex i implies summation over each individual type of energy term, indexed by the subscript abbreviation (abbr),
and further subdivided into internal energy contributions of each region (T S, T C and I)
and interactions between regions (T S/T C, T S/I and T C/I). Further, we introduce a λdependent weighting function W0/1 (λ) that is (super)indexed in the same way as the potential
energy. The λ-dependent total potential energy U (rN ; λ) can thus be written as

U (rN ; λ) =

∑

W0,i (λ) · U0,i (rN ; λ) + W1,i (λ) · U1,i (rN ; λ)

(2)

i

where the individual state energies, U0 (rN ; λ) and U1 (rN ; λ) are given in terms of their energy
components as

U0 (rN ; λ) =

∑

U0,i (rN ; λ)

i

= U0,rec (rN ; λ)
{
∑
TS
TC
I
+
U0,abbr
(rN ; λ) + U0,abbr
(rN ; λ) + U0,abbr
(rN ; λ)
abbr̸=rec

}

T S/T C

T S/I

T C/I

+U0,abbr (rN ; λ) + U0,abbr (rN ; λ) + U0,abbr (rN ; λ)

(3)

and similarly for U1,i (rN ; λ). Note that the PME-reciprocal terms (rec) cannot be easily
broken into contributions from diﬀerent regions. The λ-dependence of the total potential
energy U (rN ; λ) arises from two sources: the weights W0,i (λ) and W1,i (λ) that scale the
individual state energy components U0,i (rN ; λ) and U1,i (rN ; λ), respectively, and the individual state energy components themselves. The general equations above indicate an explicit
λ-dependence for each individual state energy component U0,i (rN ; λ) and U1,i (rN ; λ) that
implies, for example, the use of a softcore potential. Other types of non-linear λ-dependence
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can also be introduced into the potentials, for example, through transformation of the force
ﬁeld parameters themselves. This type of approach is referred to as “parameter interpolation thermodynamic integration”, or PI-TI, 21,65 and has distinct advantages for certain types
of transformations. In practice, many or even most of the individual state energy components do not use softcore potentials or have other explicit dependence on λ. The speciﬁc
λ-dependent energy components can vary depending on user selection and code implementation. For example, in the current implementation of AMBER20, only the non-bonded (LJ,
dir, 1-4 Ele, and 1-4 LJ) terms that involve atoms in the T S region and their interactions
with other regions will employ softcore potentials and thus have an explicit λ dependence.
While in alchemical free energy simulations the T C region is also typically transforming, the
transformation can be brought about by scaling by the weights W0,i (λ) and W1,i (λ) alone.
In the current AMBER implementation, the individual PME reciprocal terms are calculating with the charges of the corresponding end states and hence are not λ-dependent.
Using this convention, one needs to perform the PME reciprocal calculations twice for each
time step and the λ-dependency of total PME reciprocal contribution is solely due to the
λ-dependent weights. Hence we will remove the indicated λ-dependence of the PME reciprocal terms in subsequent equations. An alternative approach is to apply the PI-TI method 21
and perform the PME reciprocal calculation only once with a set of charges deﬁned by the
λ-dependent combination of two end states, which will reduce the computation time but will
require evaluating the derivative of the PME reciprocal term with respect to λ. The PI-TI
type PME reciprocal calculation will be implemented in a future release of AMBER Drug
Discovery Boost package.
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2.2

Control (On/Oﬀ) of the weight functions

Eq. 3 can be rearranged as follows

U0 (rN ; λ) = U0,rec (rN ) +
{
∑
TS
TC
I
(rN ; λ) + U0,abbr
(rN ; λ)
(rN ; λ) + U0,abbr
U0,abbr
abbr̸=rec

}

T S/T C
+U0,abbr (rN ; λ)

= U0,rec (rN ) +

+

∑

{

+

T S/I
U0,abbr (rN ; λ)

∑

+

T C/I
U0,abbr (rN ; λ)

T C+I N
U0,abbr
(r ; λ)

abbr̸=rec
T S/(T C+I)

U0,abbr

}
TS
(rN ; λ) + U0,abbr
(rN ; λ)

abbr̸=rec

(4)

The weight functions need to be deﬁned before merging Eq. 4 to Eq. 2 to get the total
potential energy. In this section, we describe ﬂags that control the “On” or “Oﬀ” behavior of
the weight functions that are associated with the TS region for which atoms will transform
into a “dummy” state where their interactions with the (TC+I) regions are turned oﬀ, but
there may remain ﬂexibility to control the internal potential within the TS region. So long as
the internal reference potential energy of the dummy state is treated consistently in diﬀerent
legs of the free energy cycle, the will, in principle, cancel. However, in practice, the speciﬁc
energy terms that are left unscaled by the weight functions (i.e., remain turned “On” in
the dummy state) can create kinetic traps that lead to diﬀerences in free energy due to
incomplete sampling within only a single local free energy basin. Ideally, one should chose to
keep internal potential energy terms that help to limit the conformational space needed to be
sampled, but at the same time do not create multiple deep local minima that act as kinetic
traps and are diﬃcult to sample and sensitive to initial conditions. The AMBER Drug
Discovery Boost package oﬀers ﬂexibility to control these terms through the gti_add_sc
ﬂag, the options for which are summarized in Table 3.
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With the control ﬂags in Table 3 set, the total λ-dependent potential energy can be
written

U (rN ; λ) = W0,rec (λ)U0,rec (rN ) + W1,rec (λ)U1,rec (rN )
∑
∑
T C+I N
T C+I N
(r ; λ)
W1,abbr (λ)U1,abbr
(r ; λ) +
+
W0,abbr (λ)U0,abbr
abbr̸=rec

+

∑

T S/(T C+I)

W0,abbr

abbr̸=rec

+

abbr̸=rec

{

∑

T S/(T C+I)

(λ)U0,abbr

}

TS
TS
(rN ; λ)
(λ)U0,abbr
(rN ; λ) + W0,abbr

}

{
T S/(T C+I)
T S/(T C+I) N
W1,abbr
(λ)U1,abbr
(r ; λ)

TS
TS
+ W1,abbr
(λ)U1,abbr
(rN ; λ) (5)

abbr̸=rec

where W{0/1},abbr (λ) is the general weight function for the abbr energy term and the weight
functions associated with the TS regions are deﬁned as follows. When considering the interactions between TS region and the surrounding TC+I region:


 W{0/1},abbr (λ),
if scaled with λ,
T S/(T C+I)
W{0/1},abbr (λ) =

 1,
if not scaled with λ;

(6)

while considering the interactions within TS region


 W{0/1},abbr (λ),
if scaled with λ,
TS
W{0/1},abbr (λ) =
 1,

if not scaled with λ.

(7)

These equations lead to the implementation of the "gti_add_sc" input ﬂag, which conT S/(T C+I)

TS
(λ) for non-bounded terms as summatrols the behaviors of W{0/1},abbr (λ) and W{0/1},abbr

rized in Table 3. Mentioned in the legend, but not explicitly indicated in Table 3 is that
the bonded terms between the TS and (TC+I) regions must obey certain constraints and
conditions in order that the ensembles generated in the state that contains “dummy atoms”
reproduce the same potential of mean force on the real atoms as the real system without the
dummy atoms. 61,66–69 Further, all non-bonded interactions, including 1-4 terms, between the
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TS and (TC+I) regions should be scaled. The pre-AMBER20 behavior (gti_add_sc=0) is
not theoretically correct 70 and has been ﬁxed, although the option has been kept to enable
testing and comparisons with earlier versions but should not be used for production work.

2.3

Functional forms of the weight functions

We now describe a general form for the weight functions W (λ), where we only retain the
0 and 1 subscript to indicate the state in Eqn. 3. Toward this we introduce the family of
smoothstep functions of orders P (P = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) deﬁned as the polynomial functions (up
to P = 4 shown):

for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 :
S0 (x) = x,
S1 (x) = −2x3 + 3x2 ,
S2 (x) = 6x5 − 15x4 + 10x3 ,
S3 (x) = −20x7 + 70x6 − 84x5 + 35x4 ,
S4 (x) = 70x9 − 315x8 + 540x7 − 420x6 + 126x5 ,
and
SP (x ≤ 0) = 0; SP (x ≥ 1) = 1, ∀ P ∈ N

(8)

The smoothstep functions are monotonically increasing functions that have desirable 0
and 1 endpoint values and vanishing endpoint derivative properties:
[

dk SP (x)
dxk

]

[

x=0

dk SP (x)
=
dxk

]
= 0 ∀ k ∈ N, 0 < k ≤ P

(9)

x=1

In addition, the smoothstep functions obey the symmetry condition

SP (1 − x) = 1 − Sp (x)
15

(10)

Table 3: The scaling behavior/λ-dependence of the weight functions in Eqns. 5, 6 and 7, controlled
by the gti_add_sc ﬂag, for diﬀerent energy terms and regions/interactions in AMBER20.

Weight

Energy Term Region /

Symbol

Abbreviation

Interaction 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

T S/(T C+I)

dir

TS/(TC+I)

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

T S/(T C+I)

1-4 Ele

TS/(TC+I)

P

S

S

S

S

S

S

T S/(T C+I)

LJ

TS/(TC+I)

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

W{0/1},1−4LJ

T S/(T C+I)

1-4 LJ

TS/(TC+I)

P

S

S

S

S

S

S

TS
W{0/1},dir

dir

TS

P

P

S

S

P S

S

TS
W{0/1},1−4Ele

1-4 Ele

TS

P

P

S

S

S

S

S

TS
W{0/1},LJ

LJ

TS

P

P

P

S

P P

S

TS
W{0/1},1−4LJ

1-4 LJ

TS

P

P

P

S

S

S

S

TS
W{0/1},dir

tor

TS

P

P

P

P

S

S

S

T C+I
W{0/1}

all

TC+I

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

W{0/1},rec

rec

all

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

W{0/1},dir

W{0/1},1−4Ele
W{0/1},LJ

AMBER20 gti_add_sc ﬂag

Energy terms are deﬁned in Table 1, and diﬀerent regions/interactions are deﬁned in Table 2.
Flags:
S: Scaled with λ (weight in Eq. 6 and 7 set to the λ-dependent weight function described in
subsection 2.4) and corresponding energy term is NOT present in the dummy state.
P: Not scaled with λ (weight in Eq. 6 and 7 set to 1) and corresponding energy term IS present in the
dummy state.
It should be noted that for theoretically correct treatment of the system where atoms of the TS region has
been transformed to a “dummy” state, all non-bonded interactions (including 1-4 terms) between the TS
and (TC+I) regions should be scaled. In addition, care should be taken that the bonded terms between the
TS and (TC+I) regions obey certain constraints and conditions in order that the ensembles generated in
the state that contains “dummy atoms” reproduce the same potential of mean force on the real atoms as
the real system without the dummy atoms. A discussion of the energy term requirements that satisfy these
conditions has been made by Boresch and Karplus 66,67 and Roux and co-workers. 61,69 These conditions are
present in AMBER20, with the exception of the gti_add_sc ﬂag value of 0 which (incorrectly) does not
scale the 1-4 terms across the TS/(TC+I) boundary. This ﬂag was created in order to have compatability
with earlier versions of AMBER, and was corrected in a recent validation paper. 70
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A smoothstep function with a higher order will have a smoother function curve and
smaller derivatives near 0 and 1 but a larger derivative in between. The zero-order (P = 0)
smoothstep function is in fact simply linear with constant slope, including at the endpoints,
which can lead to endpoint catastrophe problems. As illustrated in previous work, 71 the
second order smoothstep function (P = 2) overall oﬀers a good balance between smooth
vanishing derivatives at the end points, and modest derivatives for intermediate values of
λ. AMBER20 oﬀers the ﬂexibility to choose diﬀerent smoothstep functions through the
λ-scheduling mechanism described below.

2.4

λ-dependent weight functions for scaling potential energy components

The weight functions are deﬁned in term of the smoothstep functions as

W0 (λ) = 1 − SP (λ) = SP (1 − λ)

(11)

W1 (λ) = SP (λ)

(12)

Note: in the above general equation, we drop the explicit superscripts and subscripts that
can be controlled by diﬀerent ﬂags available to the user in AMBER20. Previous work has illustrated that use of smoothstep functions of order greater than 0 (i.e., a weight function that
goes beyond the simple linear λ-dependence and has vanishing drivatives at the endpoints),
aﬀords improvement of the the transformation pathway, particularly at the end-points where
large variation in < ∂U/∂λ >λ can occur. 71 Note: these weight functions both operate within
the range 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (they have constant endpoint values outside of this range), and satisfy
the normalization condition:
W0 (λ) + W1 (λ) = 1
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(13)

and the symmetry condition:
W0 (1 − λ) = W1 (λ)

(14)

λ-scheduling of weight functions. In some cases, it is desirable to have the ﬂexibility to
apply more complicated λ schedules that operate over a subinterval of λ values between 0
and 1. The generalized λ scheduling weight for W0 can be deﬁned so that it is changing only
within the interval λmin ≤ λ ≤ λmax as
W0 (λ) = 1 − SP (z(λ))



= 0,
if λ ≤ λmin



λ−λmin
z(λ)
, if λmin ≤ λ ≤ λmax
= λmax
−λmin





= 1,
if λmax ≤ λ

(15)

where 0 ≤ λmin ≤ λmax ≤ 1. Most generally, the complementary weight function W1 (λ)
can be selected to either satisfy the normalization condition (Eqn.13), or the symmetry
conditon (Eqn.14) above. Only if the interval z(λ) is centered at λ = 0.5 are both the
normalization and symmetry conditions simultaneously satisﬁed. AMBER20 allows ﬂexible
λ scheduling of this form for diﬀerent energy components. The lambda-scheduling can be
enabled by setting the input control gti_lam_sch=1 and the scheduling is deﬁned in the
lambda-scheduling control ﬁle (the ﬁle name has default value of “lambda.sch” and can be
speciﬁed by the command line argument -lambda_sch), which contains control lines for each
type of interactions in the following format:
LambdaType, FunctionType, Matchtype, parameter1, parameter2
Each line controls the lambda-scheduling of the corresponding type of interaction. When
a type is not present, the default behavior will be utilized (smooth_step2, complementary,
0.0, 1.0). The entries of each line are
• LambdaType: possible values: TypeGen (for all general usage), TypeBAT (for bonded
terms), TypeRestBA (for restraint bond/angle terms), TypeEleRec (for reciprocal
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space terms), TypeEleCC (for direct space terms of TC region atoms), TypeEleSC
(for direct space terms of TS region atoms), TypeVDW (for vdw terms)
• FunctionType: possible values: linear, smooth_step0 (the same as linear), smooth_step1,
smooth_step2, smooth_step3, smooth_step4
• Matchtype: possible values: symmetric: the TI region 2 will have exactly the same
lambda scheduling as TI region 1 (in the reversed direction) complementary: the TI
region 2 will have the lambda scheduling so that W0 (λ) + W1 (λ) = 1.
• Parameter1 and parameter2 real numbers between 0.0 and 1.0. Parameter1 is λmin
and Parameter2 is λmax in Eq. 15.
Symmetric

Complementary

1
0.8
0.6

LJ(A)
LJ(B)
Ele(A)
Ele(B)

0.4
0.2
0
0

0.2

0.4

λ

0.6

0.8

10

0.2

0.4

λ

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 1: Illustrative plots of λ-scheduling: a transformation from State A to State B can be done
with diﬀerent λ-scheduling schemes.
Left panel: the weight of the Ele interaction of State A begins to decrease at λ = 0 and becomes
zero when λ ≥ 0.25 while the weight of the Ele interaction of State B begins to increase from 0 at
λ = 0.75 and becomes 1 when λ = 1. The weight of the LJ iteration of State A begins to decrease
at λ = .35 and becomes zero when λ ≥ 0.65 while the weight of the LJ interaction of State B begins
to increase from 0 at λ = 0.35 and becomes 1 when λ ≥ 0.65. The Ele and LJ weights of State A
are symmetric to State B about λ = 0.5.
Right panel: the weight of the Ele interaction of State A is the same as the one shown in the
Left panel but the weight of the Ele interaction of State B begins to increase from 0 at λ = 0.0
and becomes 1 when λ = 0.25, i.e. the sum of the weights from State A and B is always 1.0
(complementary). The weights of the LJ interactions of State A and B are the same as shown in
Left Panel.
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Fig. 1 demonstrates a possible usage of λ-scheduling scheme to mimic stepwise protocols
in the "symmetric" and "complementary" modes. Such ﬂexibility of deﬁning on/oﬀ timing
of individual interactions might be useful in certain types of applications. Updated examples
are available on the GitLab repository described below.
In addition, this general framework and the use of smoothstep functions will be extended
below to include new softcore potentials for robust estimation of alchemical transformation
pathways, in addition to alchemical enhanced sampling methods (ACES).

3

AMBER Drug Discovery Boost Package

During past years, we have devoted eﬀort to develop our AMBER Drug Discovery Boost
package consisting of newly-developed methods and extension of existing functionalities in
the latest AMBER release. The main purpose of the boost package is to enable broad
testing and validation of new methods for drug discovery to prepare for deployment in a
future AMBER release. The package consists of new features and methods that are built
on top of the latest AMBER20 as a code patch, in addition to a set of stand alone tools for
data analysis and streamlined workﬂows. Table 4 summarizes the current status of major
functionalities of the AMBER Drug Discovery Boost package.
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Table 4: AMBER Drug Discovery Boost (AMBER-DD) new functionalities and bug ﬁxes and their
relation to the current AMBER20.

Category
REMD
REMD
Output
Fix
Fix
Fix
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature
New Feature

description
Odd number REMD
Targeted Volume
Detailed TI component output
Fix inconsistency of SC cutoﬀ
Charge neutralization
Fix cross NB problem
User-control intra-SC NB terms
User-control cross NB terms
SSC(P)
Lambda scheduling
cross bonded term correction
User-control cross bonded terms
12-6-4 potential MD/GPU
12-6-4 potential TI/GPU
Diﬀerent m and n for SC
scaled NMR restraint for TS regions
ACES enhanced sampling
Self-djusted mixture sampling (SAMS)
REST-type enhanced sampling
BARnet
Workﬂow

input/enable
NPT=4
gti_output
gti_cut
gti_chg_keep
gti_add_sc (default 0 to 1)
gti_add_sc
gti_add_sc
diﬀerent SC functional form
diﬀerent SC timing
gti_bat_sc
gti_bat_sc

gti_add_sc/REMD

Status
A20
DD
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20
DD
A20
DD
DDx
DDx
DDi
DDs

A20: already in AMBER20 pmemd.cuda
DD: only in AMBER-DD pmemd.cuda
DDx: only in AMBER-DD pmemd.cuda, under α-phase tests
DDi: only in AMBER-DD, as a set of separate programs
DDs: only in AMBER-DD, as a set of scripts

3.1

Availability of the AMBER-DD boost package

At the moment, the primary mode for accessing the AMBER Drug Discovery Boost package
is through GitLab repository set up through the laboratory for Biomolecular Simulation Research (LBSR) at Rutgers. In order to checkout the GitLab repo, a user will need a GitLab
account. If the user does not already have one, a new account can easily be created at
www.GitLab.com. Then, the user will need to send the e-mail address/username associated
with the GitLab account to: Abir Ganguly <abir.ganguly@rutgers.edu> or Darrin York
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<Darrin.York@rutgers.edu> in order that we add the user to the GitLab projects. Note: if
you have created a new GitLab account through a social media account such as Google or
Facebook, you will need to manually set up your GitLab password in order for git clone to
work. Once added, the user will receive three separate notiﬁcation emails conﬁrming that
the user has been added to the following three projects:

Laboratory for Biomolecular Simulation Research / AMBER Drug Discovery Boost
Laboratory for Biomolecular Simulation Research / Alchemical_FE
Laboratory for Biomolecular Simulation Research / FE-ToolKit
Upon this conﬁrmation the user will be able to check out the packages as follows:
With ssh-key setup in GitLab (recommended):
git clone git@gitlab.com:RutgersLBSR/amber-drug-discovery-boost.git
git clone git@gitlab.com:RutgersLBSR/Alchemical_fe.git
git clone git@gitlab.com:RutgersLBSR/FE-ToolKit.git
Without ssh-key setup in GitLab:
git clone https://gitlab.com/RutgersLBSR/amber-drug-discovery-boost.git
git clone https://gitlab.com/RutgersLBSR/Alchemical_fe.git
git clone https://gitlab.com/RutgersLBSR/FE-ToolKit.git
The Alchemical_fe folder contains the following sub-folders:
• Documentation - containing documentation speciﬁc to AMBER Drug Discovery Boost
• Tutorials - containing tutorials for setting up alchemical free energy simulations using
AMBER Drug Discovery Boost
• Examples - containing test cases for relative binding free energy (RBFE) and relative
solvation free energy (RSFE) calculations
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• bin - containing scripts to help set up alchemical free energy simulations using Amber
Drug Discovery Boost
We are also in the process of putting documentation up on the Wiki site that will be
updated on a regular basis - https://gitlab.com/RutgersLBSR/alchemical_fe//wikis/Setup-AFE_AMBER_DD_BOOST
In the following sections, we will describe current major new development and
additions of the AMBER Drug Discovery Boost package. Computational details for the
examples illustrated are collected in an appendix at the end of the chapter.

3.2

New feature: pairwise smoothstep softcore potentials to
construct stable and robust alchemical transformations

One of the key requirements for conducting stable alchemical free energy simulations is to
construct a suitable pathway that connects thermodynamic states. This pathway is
typically sampled in discreet windows (or in some cases continuously with methods such as
λ-dynamics), and should have well-behaved thermodynamic derivatives that can be easily
integrated with TI, or similarly, exhibit favorable phase space overlap to obtain reliable
BAR or MBAR estimates. One of the mechanisms to facilitate these properties is to use
so-called “softcore” potentials along with λ-dependent weighting functions to create a
λ-dependent potential energy (Eqn. 2) and set of thermodynamic derivatives. We have
recently made progress in developing new softcore potentials based on the smoothstep
functions described above 22 in order to overcome three major problems that commonly
occur in alchemical simulations, particularly for “concerted transformation” that involve
simultaneous changes in both nonbonded Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Coulombic electrostatic
(Coul) interactions. These are refereed as the “endpoint catastrophe”, the “particle
collapse”, and the “large gradient-jump” problems.
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Endpoint Catastrophe. One of the major obstacles in concerted transformations is the
“endpoint catastrophe” due to poor phase space overlap. This problem often occurs with
linear alchemical transformations where the total potential is deﬁned as the linear
combinations of the end state potentials and involved the system with introducing or
removing van der Waals centers which can result in unphysical atom-atom overlap. 72,73
With linear alchemical transformations, the endpoint catastrophe is the sharp divergence of
the free energy diﬀerence and is prone to occur at the thermodynamic endpoints (λ
becomes close to 0 or 1). To avoid the endpoint catastrophe, the introduction of softcore
potentials for LJ and Coul interactions are commonly used. 62,64
Particle Collapse. While the use of softcore potentials can solve the endpoint
catastrophe, they can lead to large amplitude ﬂuctuations or phase transition behavior
along the λ dimension and result in the particle collapse problem. 74 It involves the
introduction of new artiﬁcial minima at intermediate λ states and results from an
imbalance of Coulomb attraction and exchange repulsion. 64 The particle collapse problem
can be overcome by ensuring that these terms are scaled in such a way that preserves
overall repulsive behavior at short distances for all λ values.
Large Gradient-Jump. With softcore potentials, large gradient jump can result from
sensitivity of the thermodynamic derivatives to certain softcore parameter values that
adjust the exchange repulsion. This issue often happens when large β values are required
to adjust the softcore parameter ratio to solve the Coulomb-exchange imbalance problem.
To solve the above problems, the production of the smoothly varying alchemical
transformation pathway is required. A family of smooth softcore potentials that use
smoothstep weighting functions with favorable endpoint derivative properties and proper
choices of softcore parameters can be utilized for eﬃcient concerted transformations. 71
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3.2.1

Alchemical Transformation Pathway and Softcore Potentials

The LJ and Coul interactions for a set of interacting point particles i and j separated by a
distance rij are given by
[(
ULJ (rij ) = 4ϵij

and

σij
rij
(

UCoul (rij ) =

)12

q i qj
4πϵ0

(
−

)

σij
rij

)6 ]
(16)

1
rij

(17)

where σij and ϵij are the pairwise LJ contact distance and well depth, respectively, and qi
and qj are the partial charges of particles i and j, respectively. In the current PME
implementation in AMBER20, while the reciprocal part contribution takes care of the long
range periodic part, the total short range direct space contribution consists of the
Coulombic term UCoul (rij ) and the PME correction term:
(
Udir (rij ) = UCoul (rij ) − erf(κ rij )
(
)
qi qj
1
= erfc(κ rij )
4πϵ0 rij

qi qj
4πϵ0

)

1
rij
(18)

where erf() and erfc() are the error function and the complementary error function,
respectively, and κ is the Ewald coeﬃcient.
To soften these pairwise interactions particles, the introduction of a parametric form
for scaling with an adjustable parameter is utilized to modify the interaction distance. A
commonly used form of these modiﬁcations 62,64 is shown as
[ n
]1/n
LJ
rij
(λ; α) = rij
+ λασijn

(19)

]1/m
[ m
Coul
+ λβ
(λ; β) = rij
rij

(20)

and
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where n and m are positive integers and α and β are adjustable positive semi-deﬁnite
parameters for the LJ and Coul softcore interactions (note that α is unitless whereas β has
units of distance raised to the power of m). The value of n = 6 and m = 2 are currently
used as the default of AMBER.
Recently, the new smoothstep potential for nonbonded LJ and Coul interactions was
implemented in AMBER20. 71 Since that time we have further improved the softcore
potentials to be rigorously smooth with pairwise parameters such that the the softcore
potential itself depends on the LJ contact distance σij . This enabled us to overcome man
of the problematic edge cases where the previous smoothstep softcore potential still had
issues. Herein, we discuss three forms of the softcore potential: 1) the traditional softcore
potential 64 that was the default in AMBER18, 2) the recently developed smooth softcore
potential 71 that is the current default in AMBER20, and 3) the most recently developed
smooth pairwise softcore potential that is the recommended methods in the AMBER Drug
Discovery Boost package.
We introduce a new form of the interaction distance with separation-shifted scaling,
given as
[ n
]1/n
LJ
rij
(λ; αLJ ) = rij
+ αLJ W (rij )S2 (λ)σijn

(21)

[ m
]1/m
Coul
rij
(λ; αCoul ) = rij
+ αCoul W (rij )S2 (λ)σijm

(22)

and

where αLJ and αCoul are the corresponding unitless parameter, and W (rij ) is a switching
function designed to smoothly return to the normal rij by the end of the cutoﬀ
(
W (rij ) ≡ 1 − S2

rij − Rcut,i
Rcut,f − Rcut,j

)
(23)

where Rcut,i is the distance that the switching function begins switching and Rcut,f is the
ﬁnal distance where the switching ends (returning the eﬀective interaction distance to be
rij ).
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A set of cases that illustrate the endpoint catastrophe, particle collapse, and large
gradient-jump problems has been selected. The ﬁrst test case involves absolute hydration
free energy calculation of 3, 4-diphenyltoluene (denoted as the DPT/0), a hydrophobic
system. The second test case is the absolute hydration free energy calculation of a Na+ ion
(denoted as the Na+ ) , a small charged system that will introduce issues when it vanishes
in solution. The third test case is the relative hydration free energy calculation of two
Factor Xa ligands, L51c and L51h, which involve the transformation L51c → L51h in
solution (denoted as the L51c/h) and migration of charge from one region of the ligand to
another. 75
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Figure 2: The ⟨∂U/∂λ⟩λ vs. λ plots for alchemical simulations of three molecular systems using
the concerted scheme: the absolute hydration free energies for diphenyltoluene (upper rows) and the
Na+ ion (middle rows), and the relative hydration free energy simulations for the Factor Xa ligand
L51c to L51h mutation (bottom rows). The L51c ligand has 65 atoms and L51h has 58 atoms. The
red-colored atoms shown are the deﬁned softcore regions. The atoms common to both ligands are
not shown except the connecting carbon shown in black.
The ﬁrst left column shows the results using the original AMBER softcore potentials. The middle
column shows the results from the softcore potential with smoothstep function. The right column
shows the results from the new unitless softcore potentials along with the switching function at
cutoﬀ.

Figure 2 shows the ⟨∂U/∂λ⟩ versus λ plots for alchemical free energy simulations of
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three test cases using the concerted scheme and diﬀerent softcore potentials. The original
AMBER softcore potential form of Eqs. 19 and 20 is utilized in the results shown in the
ﬁrst left column. The results from the softcore potential with smoothstep function, where λ
is replaced with S2 (λ), are shown in the middle column and the results with the unitless
αLJ and αCoul scaling parameters and the switching function at cutoﬀ (Eqs. 21, 22, and 23)
are shown in the last right column. Note that there are the endpoint and the large
gradient-jump problems with the original softcore potentials, which is the AMBER18
default, near λ = 0 and 1. With the smoothstep potential, which is the default AMBER20,
those issues can be solved. The particle collapse problem can be observed in L51c/h
around λ = 0.7 to 0.8 and in Na+ /0 around λ = 0.2 with the original softcore potential,
and disappear with smoothstep potential and the unitless softcore potential with the
switching function at cutoﬀ. Overall, we feel this is a considerable advance relative to the
alternative softcore potentials we have been able to test.

3.3

New sampling tool: AlChemical Enhanced Sampling (ACES)
for eﬃcient sampling in the λ-dimension

If recalling Eq. 5 and focusing on the terms involving the TS regions, the alchemical
transformation can be interpreted as a process that eliminates the interactions of the TS
T S/(T C+I)

region with its surroundings (i.e., turn oﬀ the U{0/1},abbr

terms), while at the same time,

optionally eliminating certain internal potential energy terms within the TS region (i.e.,
TS
certain U{0/1},abbr
terms). The speciﬁc terms in the latter are controlled by the gti_add_sc

ﬂag, as discussed above. In principle, as long as the internal potential energy within the TS
region is treated consistently, and the proper constraints and conditions are imposed for
the TS/(TC+I) interactions in the dummy state, 61,66–69 then theoretically, the speciﬁc
TS
in the dummy state is arbitrary. However, in practice, free
choice of how to treat U{0/1}

energy estimates can be quite sensitive to this choice. The underlying reason is that one
must be able to suﬃciently sample the conformations involving the dummy atoms such
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that their contribution to the potential of mean force on the real atoms vanish, and further
that their overall contribution to the free energy will be suﬃciently converged such that it
will cancel compensating edges of the thermodynamic graph. Ideally, one would want to
create a dummy state that has a single local free energy basin with minimal phase space
volume. Conversely, one strives to avoid a dummy state that have multiple free energy
minima separated by high barriers. In a worse case scenario, sampling of the dummy state
in one edge of a thermodynamic graph, for example a ligand transformation in aqueous
solution, gets trapped in one local free energy basin, whereas the edge corresponding to the
same ligand transformation in the protein complex is trapped in a diﬀerent local free
energy basin. This scenario is entirely possible if the conformation of the ligand diﬀers
when bound to the protein, and as a result would lead to skewed free energy predictions
due to the systematic sampling error. Given suﬃcient sampling, ultimately both edges
would converge, but this is often not practically feasible.
One way to reduce sampling barriers is to simply scale or eliminate interactions.
However, taking this approach naively to an extreme, one easily realizes that this can lead
to sampling of a much greater volume of phase space as degrees of freedom become less
restrained. In practice, one must consider both of these factors: 1) elimination of barriers
that prevent uniform sampling within the relevant phase space, and 2) reduction of the
accessible phase space to a manageable sampling volume. It has been well-established that
alchemical transformation can accelerate conformational sampling. 76–79 Further, methods
that involve replica-exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) have been applied in many
contexts for enhanced sampling. 80–84 One of the most popular in the drug discovery
community has been variations of replica-exchange with solute tempering (REST2). 2,85 An
excellent discussion of diﬀerent strategies for overcoming orthogonal barriers in alchemical
free energy calculations has been made recently by Hanh, König and Hüenberger. 86 It
should be emphasized that, in practice, it is critical to be able to focus enhanced sampling
only on the most relevant regions that are changing, and not to unduly increase the volume
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of phase space in the process. It is illustrative to consider two extreme examples as what
“not to do”. Consider the case where the binding of two diﬀerent ligands requires the side
chain of an amino acid in the binding pocket to adopt diﬀerent rotamers. In the absence of
the appropriate side chain re-arrangement during the alchemical transformation, the free
energy estimates will diﬀer substantially and lead to incorrect predictions of their relative
binding aﬃnities. In order to achieve the required conformational re-arrangement and
converged free energy, the following would NOT be productive strategies to overcome the
conformational side chain rotational barrier: 1) use an “unfocused” enhanced sampling
method that attempted to unfold and refold the entire protein, or 2) use a “focused”
enhanced sampling method to transformed the amino acid into an ideal gas of
non-interacting atoms. The point of this illustration is that a more desirable method is one
that is focuses enhanced sampling on the region that is undergoing conformational change,
but that in doing so constructs an enhanced sampled “dummy state” by conservatively
selecting only certain terms in the potential energy that facilitate the desired
conformational transition while otherwise restricting the volume of phase space occupied
by other degrees of freedom.
Herein we present a strategy for enhanced sampling that utilized Hamiltonian replica
exchange (H-REMD) in the alchemical dimension, and leverages the use of new, robust
smoothstep softcore potential framework together with scaling of select terms in the
potential energy that enable a phase-space conﬁned enhanced sampling “dummy state” for
the speciﬁc region of interest. In the context of free energy simulations, the “speciﬁc region
of interest” can encompass more than just the traditional TS region that is alchemically
transforming: it can include regions of the ligand and/or protein itself that may be
undergoing (possibly concerted) conformational re-arrangements along the alchemical
dimension. These extended regions of interest are selected to be part of the
separable-coordinate transforming regions in BOTH the forward and reverse directions
(i.e., in both states 0 and 1) such that there is no net contribution to the free energy that
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arises in the transformation, but greater enhanced sampling is realized. In this way, the
method fundamentally engineers a scenario where the conformational sampling dimension
is NOT orthogonal to the alchemical dimension, and hence conformational barriers can be
traversed in concert with the λ-dimension. In fact, the method can be used outside the
context of free energy simulations to only consider sampling of a real end state by selecting
the same TS region in both the forward and reverse directions. Several technical and
feature advancements are required to make this strategy, which we designate as
"AlChemical Enhanced Sampling" (ACES), work eﬀectively, and these are discussed below
and supported by a series of illustrative examples.
In order for ACES to perform eﬃcient enhanced sampling, two requirements need to be
achieved:
• Focused enhanced sampled “dummy state” needs to be created where the potential
energy terms and interactions that give rise to the targeted conformational barriers
are reduced or eliminated
• Enhanced sampled conformations in the “dummy state” need to be eﬃciently
propagated to the real state endpoint
In the AMBER Drug Discovery Boost package, the ﬁrst requirement can be achieved
through proper selection of the TS region targeted for focused enhanced sampling and use
of the "gti_add_sc" control ﬂag to enable tuning of the potential energy terms in the
dummy state (Table 3), along with the λ-scheduling implementation and control
parameters that provide ﬂexibility to set the corresponding weights and schedules. The
second requirement can be achieved by using the Hamiltonian replica exchange 76,78,87–89
framework in AMBER, along with the new smoothstep softcore potentials and
λ-scheduling features in the boost package to enable suitable transformation pathways that
facilitate conduction in the λ-dimension of the conformational ensembles generated in the
enhanced sampled “dummy state” to the real state endpoint. It should be re-emphasize
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that ACES is not limited to alchemical free energy simulations, but can be used for
traditional molecular dynamics simulations of a single thermodynamic state of the system.
In real drug discovery applications, ACES could be used to both predict the
conformational ensembles of the real state endpoints (i.e., to sample and reﬁne the
structure of each ligand-protein complex) corresponding to nodes in a thermodynamic
graph, and then be used again in the free energy simulations of each edge of the
thermodynamic graph to obtain estimates of the RBFEs and ultimately a ranking. Below
we illustrate the use of ACES in several examples that build up in complexity.

3.3.1

Energy barrier in the dummy state: acetic acid as an example:

It is well known that acetic acid has diﬀerent favorable conformations in gas phase and in
aqueous phase and the energy barriers between the cis and trans conformations (about the
O=C-O-H torsion) are ∼ 11.0 and ∼ 6.5 kcal/mol in gas phase and in aqueous phase,
respectively. 90 These high energy barriers lead to challenges for accurate calculation of the
absolute hydration free energy of acetic acid. One might naively think that simply using a
starting structure that had the proton in the correct conformation, should that
conformation be known a priori, would solve the problem. In fact, this is not the case in
general. The reason is that conformational barriers may persist even in the dummy state,
depending on how the dummy state is deﬁned. Recall, for an absolute hydration free
energy, the dummy state arising from the gas phase and aqueous phase edges are formally
identical. However, if there is a large energy barrier between conformations in the dummy
state itself, the transformation from the gas phase (cis) will remain trapped in the cis
conformation in the dummy state, whereas the transformation from the aqueous phase
(trans) will remain trapped in the trans conformation in the dummy state, leading to
inconsistent results. In order to remedy this potential problem, one must deﬁne the energy
terms in the dummy state such that transitions can readily occur between cis and trans,
and an enhanced sampling equilibrium can be achieved. This also ensures, that the
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conformers in the real state will be sampled with the correct occupations. As will be
discussed below, a suﬃcient condition for this to occur for acetic acid is to have only the
bond, angle and van der Waals terms contribution to the internal TS potential energy in
the dummy state (no electrostatics, torsion angle or 1-4 terms).

gti_add_sc = 1

gti_add_sc = 2

gti_add_sc = 5

PMF (φ) (kcal/mol)

10

5

0
aq-real λ
( = 0)
aq-dummy λ( = 1)
gas-real λ( = 0)
gas-dummy λ( = 1)

-5
0

60 120 180

60 120 180

60 120 180

φ (O=C-O-H) (°)
Figure 3: The PMFs along the O=C-O-H torsion angle of acetic acid in the aqueous and gas
phases, created through umbrella sampling with 11 windows for the real state (λ = 0, the acetic
acid has full interactions with the environment) and the dummy state (λ = 1, the acetic acid is
fully decoupled from the environment)) and with three gti_add_sc switches (see Table 3).

In order to establish an independent benchmark for the conformational free energy
proﬁle for acetic acid, we ﬁrst performed umbrella sampling simulations scanning the
relevant O=C-O-H torsion angle for the real state where the acetic acid molecule has full
interactions with its environment, and also in the dummy state where the acetic acid
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molecule has no interactions with its environment and diﬀerent internal potential energy
controlled by the gti_add_sc ﬂag values. With gti_add_sc=1, all internal interactions
within the TS region (deﬁned as the whole acetic acid molecule) are not scaled hence kept
in the dummy states, the dummy states of the acetic acid both in gas phase and in aqueous
phase is exactly the same as the real state in gas phase. This is conﬁrmed and illustrated
in the leftmost panel of Figure 3. The forward and reverse barriers of the dummy state
with gti_add_sc=1 are 10.9 and 6.5 kcal/mol, respectively. With gti_add_sc=2, the
internal electrostatic interactions within the TS region are scaled to zero in the dummy
states, and this leads to a dummy states that prefer the trans conformation and energy
barriers are similar in magnitude but the order is reversed (forward and reverse barriers are
7 and 11, respectively), showed in the middle panel of Figure 3. With gti_add_sc=5, when
only the internal vDW interactions (excluding 1-4 LJ), bond terms, and bond angles terms
are kept in the dummy states (Table 3), the PMFs become essentially ﬂat in the dummy
states (forward and reverse barriers less than 0.1 kcal/mol, shown in the rightmost panel of
Figure 3). As a result, simulations of latter dummy state will not suﬀer from the high
energy barriers between the cis and trans conformations, and enhanced conformational
sampling and free energy convergence can be fairly easily achieved.
In order to achieve the ACES requirement of conformation propagation between
diﬀerent λ-windows, the Hamiltonian replica exchange (H-REMD) framework of AMBER20
is utilized. Herein, we performed the absolute free energy calculation of acetic acid with
the gti_add_sc=5 ﬂag but with diﬀerent starting conformations. Since the Hamiltonian
replica exchange (H-REMD) framework propagates the conformational ensembles through
the diﬀerent λ states, the real state end point can sample conformations originating from
the enhanced sampled dummy state, and will do so in the correct Boltzmann populations.
As a result, the computed absolute hydration free energies without the H-REMD are 5.33
± 0.23 kcal/mol and 6.83 ± 0.28 kcal/mol started from cis and trans, respectively. The
free energy diﬀerences derived from diﬀerent conformational starting points here reﬂects
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the degree to which sampling of the conformations is incomplete (larger diﬀerences result
from less complete sampling). With the H-REMD and gti_add_sc=5, the absolute
hydration free energies are 6.06 ± 0.08 kcal and 5.95 ± 0.10 kcal/mol from cis and trans
starting conformations, respectively, which are not statistically distinguishable. A previous
study of absolute hydration free energy of acetic acid employing multiple real and dummy
state conformations connected with rigorous umbrella sampling PMFs 70 produced 5.96 ±
0.10 kcal/mol, exactly the same as the ACES (gti_add_sc=5 with H-REMD) result here.
The agreement suggests that ACES successfully overcomes the conformational challenges in
calculating the absolute free hydration free energy of acetic acid.
Table 5: The forward and reverse energy barriers for acetic acid and the absolute hydration free
energy with diﬀerent git_add_sc ﬂags.

‡

PMF proﬁle

TI with HREMD

∆G (forward)
aq
∆G‡ (reverse)
∆G
‡
∆G (forward)
gas ∆G‡ (reverse)
∆G
∆∆G (cis starting)
∆∆G (trans starting)

gti_add_sc=1
10.95
7.05
3.90
10.94
7.10
3.84
4.57
9.60

gti_add_sc=2
6.54
10.29
-3.75
6.54
10.32
-3.78
4.41
9.64

gti_add_sc=5
-0.10
-0.03
-0.07
-0.10
-0.01
-0.09
6.06∗
5.95∗

All entries are in kcal/mol. The data for PMF proﬁles are from the dummy state.
gti_add_sc=1 : UT S = Ub + Ub ; gti_add_sc=2 : UT S = Ub + ULJ + U1−4LJ ; gti_add_sc=5 : UT S =
Ubond + Uang + ULJ .
∗
ACES procedure.

3.3.2

Ligand internal rotation problem–CDK2 as an example:

We further applied the ACES approach on a well-known protein-ligand binding problem:
the 1h1r ligand bound to CDK2. 91,92 The torsion angle of the phenyl ring of the 1h1r
ligand has two distinguished states, cis (torsion angle = -8.81

o

) and trans (torsion angle

= 150.75 o ) , in the crystal structure (PDBID: 1OIY). A binding free energy study using
the REST2 enhanced sampling approach 44 has demonstrated that simulations without
enhanced sampling cannot access both cis and trans conformational states and utilizing
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the REST2 approach will overcome the problem. We applied ACES on this system with
diﬀerent starting conformational states and studied the distributions of both cis and trans
conformational states in the CDK2-1h1r to CDK2-1h1q alchemical relative binding
simulations. Fig. 4 shows the time series and distributions of the relevant torsion of the
real state of 1h1r (λ = 0) with and without ACES and clearly demonstrates that ACES is
able to sample both states regardless of the starting conformation.

Figure 4: Time series (5 ns) of the relevant torsion with and without ACES from CDK2-1h1r to
CDK2-1h1q alchemical relative binding simulations. The distributions are for the the real state of
1h1r (λ = 0). Without ACES (gti_add_sc=2 and no REMD), the ligand torsion will stay at the
initial conformation, either cis or trans. Without ACES (gti_add_sc=5 and REMD enabled), the
ligand torsion will jump between cis and trans regardless of the initial conformation. The distribution ﬁgures are created for the last 3 ns data and show that ACES delivers similar distributions for
simulations starting from diﬀerent initial conformations.
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3.4

New analysis tool: BARnet and MBARnet methods for
network-wide analysis of compound libraries with cycle
closure and experimental reference constraints

Free energy simulations have a number of applications, including the calculation of relative
ligand binding free energies (RBFEs). 61,93–97 In this type of application, a drug (ligand) has
been found to bind to a protein target, and one seeks to ﬁnd similar drugs that are
potentially more eﬃcacious. A set of ligands is proposed that diﬀer from the lead ligand by
adding or removing functional groups, and the computational chemist is tasked with
predicting their RBFEs. 98–105 The ligands ranked according to their RBFEs relative to the
lead ligand, and the ligands that strongly bind to the protein are presumed to have
improved eﬃcacy. The RBFE between any two ligands are performed using as a series of
alchemical free energy simulations, and transformations are chosen that can connect any
ligand to any other ligands, either directly or through a free energy pathway that includes
other ligands. In other words, the set of ligands form a network, or “graph”, where the
“edges” are the transformations performed using free energy simulations. Redundant
pathways may be considered, such that the network contains free energy cycles. The free
energy along a closed path is formally zero; however, systematic or random errors in the
sampling often lead to nonzero values (cycle closure errors). Traditionally, the free energy
of each edge is analyzed independently from the other edges, preventing the enforcement of
cycle closure constraints on the analysis. 43,44 There are several methods frequently used for
analyzing alchemical transformations, including thermodynamic integration (TI), 47
Bennett acceptance ratio method (BAR), 57 multistate BAR (MBAR), 39 and the unbinned
WHAM (UWHAM) method. 38 The MBAR and UWHAM methods are formally equivalent,
and the solution to the transformation free energies can be obtained by nonlinear
optimization of a convex objective function. 38
We have recently introduced an analysis method called MBARnet, that simultaneously
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solves for the free energies of all free energies in the network, rather than a single edge. 60
The simultaneous solution is obtained by optimizing a global objective function (see
Eqn. 24). The global objective function is a weighted sum of the MBAR/UWHAM
objectives for each edge. One can then constrain the optimization to enforce cycle closure
conditions, or enforce the solution to reproduce experimental or highly-converged reference
RBFEs for a select subset of transformations, if available. The BARnet and MBARnet
methods, along with new methods for analysis of high-dimensional free energy surfaces, 106
have been implemented into the FE-ToolKit software package.

min F (G∗ ) = min


edges
N∑


e



we f (G∗e )


(24)

subject to hc (G∗e ) = 0 for c = 1, · · · , Ncon.

hc (G∗e )

=

Nedges Me
∑ ∑
e

Ccon.,(c,ie) G∗ie − ∆G∗con.,c

(25)

i

The MBAR/UWHAM objective function is shown in Eqn. 26.
f (G∗1e , · · · , G∗Me e ) = f (G∗e )

(M
) M
Nje
Me ∑
e
e
∑
∑
Nie
1 ∑
ln
exp(−[ule (rkje ) + ble ]) +
=
bie
Ne j=1 k=1
N
e
i=1
l=1

(26)

The bie values (Eqn. 27) are used for notational compactness.
bie = −ln

Nie
− G∗ie
Ne

(27)

In our notation, Nedges is the number of edges in the free energy network. G∗ie is the free
energy of alchemical state i within edge e. Me is the number of alchemical states within
edge e. Molecular dynamics simulations of the Me states are performed, generating Nie
frames of coordinates rkie . where k indexes the frame within the trajectory. uie is the
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reduced potential energy using the Hamiltonian deﬁned by alchemical state i within edge e,
∑ e
which needs to be evaluated for each of the collection of Ne = M
i=1 Nie frames sampled
from all simulations within the edge. we is a weight assigned to each edge. In the present
work, the edges are uniformly weighted; the optimal choice of the edge weights is an active
area of research.
The nonlinear optimization of Eqn. 24 with respect to the G∗ie values is subjected to
linear constraints (Eqn. 25). Ncon. is the number of constraints and ∆G∗con.,c is the target
value of constraint c. The constraint is a linear combination of free energy values, where
Ccon.,(c,ie) is the contribution from λ-state i within edge e to constraint c. The values of
Ccon.,(c,ie) are zero, except for the λ = 0 and λ = 1 states of the alchemical transformation;
that is, ∆G = G(λ = 1) − G(λ = 0). If Ntrial independent trials of the the alchemical
transformation is performed, then there are multiple G∗ie values corresponding to the same
physical process. A constraint could be applied to each trial; however, our preference is to
apply constraints to the trial average free energy, ⟨∆G⟩. In this case, the nonzero Ccon.,(c,ie)
−1
−1
coeﬃcients for the λ = 0 and λ = 1 states of the physical process are −Ntrial
and Ntrial
,

respectively. The nonzero elements of a cycle closure constraint involve the trial average
free energy for each edge along the path.
As an example application, Fig. 5 compares the ligand RBFEs bound to the P38
protein (PDBID: 3FLY) between experiment 107 and MBARnet analysis with and without
cycle closure conditions. The free energy network consists of 33 ligands connected by 54
edges. The edge connectivity forms 42 minimum length cycle closures; that is, cycles that
do not contains encompass interior cycles.
When cycle closure constraints are not enforced, the 42 cycles closure conditions have a
mean unsigned error (MUE) of 0.83 kcal/mol. When cycle closure conditions are enforced,
the unsigned errors are zero. Accurate RBFEs necessarily enforce cycle closures; however,
enforcement of cycle closure constraints does not guarantee that the computed RBFEs will
necessarily improve agreement with experiment. The calculated RBFE MUE of the 54
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edges in the P38 system improves only 0.04 kcal/mol, relative to experiment, when cycle
closure constraints are enforced. Similarly, the mean signed errors (MSE) improve by only
0.02 kcal/mol. Given suﬃciently long sampling, the simulations should produce RBFEs
that naturally satisfy cycle closures conditions without the need for constraints, but
diﬀerences with experiment will persist due the inaccuracies of the molecular mechanical
force ﬁeld. Further developments of the method would be to optimally choose the edge
weights, we in the global objective function.

P38

4

Calc. ∆∆G (kcal/mol)

2

0

-2

-4
Without con. MUE: 0.70, MSE: -0.19
With con. MUE: 0.66, MSE: -0.17
-6
-6

-4

-2
0
Expt ∆∆G (kcal/mol)

2

4

Figure 5: Comparison of ligand RBFEs bound to the P38 protein using MBARnet with and
without cycle closure constraints. The experimental values were computed from reported IC50
values (Ref. 107). The red and black dashed lines are linear regressions of the calculated results
with (slope: 0.91, intercept: -0.17 kcal/mol, Pearson correlation coeﬃcient: 0.82) and without cycle
closure constraints (slope: 0.92, intercept: -0.18 kcal/mol, Pearson correlation coeﬃcient: 0.81),
respectively, to the experimental values.
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3.5

New workﬂow tool: Streamlined workﬂows for performing and
analyzing simulations of relative binding free energies with
AMBER Drug Discovery Boost

Workﬂows are essential tools in large-scale active drug discovery projects. 108 Workﬂows
help to ensure best practices 109 and enable high throughput with reduced human eﬀort and
error. 102,110–113 We have developed a robust workﬂow (Figure 6) that optimizes and
automates various steps that are involved in set up, equilibration and production/data
collection, and analysis of relative binding free energy simulations for a network of ligand
transformations (thermodynamic graph for a set of compounds).
Key highlights of our workﬂow tool
• Automated setup of ﬁle infrastructure - The workﬂow, while giving top-level control
to the user, automates the various laborious and time-consuming intermediate steps
involved in setting up binding free energy calculations. For a given network of
transformations, the workﬂow facilitates:
– Generation of “single-topology” parameter and coordinate ﬁles starting from
crystal structures
– Generation of TC and TS regions for individual transformations using multiple
algorithms
– Generation of necessary AMBER input ﬁles and job submission scripts
• Enhancing conformational sampling in simulations - The workﬂow brings together
several of our recent methodological advances in enhanced sampling techniques to
accelerate convergence in simulations, and improve precision of predicted ligand
binding free energies. Speciﬁcally, the workﬂow enables the use of:
– ACES as a tool to increase sampling along the coordinates that are most
relevant to a given transformation
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– 2-state simulation setup in conjunction with H-REMD to increase overall
conformational sampling
– robust equilibration and production protocol to alleviate initial conformational
bias
• Seamless analysis of simulations with BARnet and MBARnet - The workﬂow
interfaces the simulation output ﬁles with BARnet and MBARnet thus enabling
network-wide analysis of binding free energies with or without the use of
experimental constraints.
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Figure 6: Workﬂow for performing relative binding free energy simulations. Diﬀerent options in
each layer are indicated as numbered “Modes”. 43

Figure 7: Protocol for running TI simulations.
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3.5.1

Automated generation of TC and TS regions

A critical step in the setup of a RBFE simulation is the one-to-one mapping of equivalent
atoms in the reference and target ligand molecules that deﬁnes the TC and TS regions.
Deﬁning the TC and TS regions manually is a simple task when performing a small
number of RBFE calculations between similar ligands but becomes increasingly tedious as
the transformation network increases in size and complexity, and can become very time
consuming and lead to human error. Our workﬂow enables the automated generation of
the TC and TS regions associated with the various desired transformations using four
diﬀerent algorithms, referred to as MCSS, MCSS-E, MCSSnw , and MCSS-Enw . MCSS
corresponds to the use of the Maximum Common Substructure Search algorithm 114 as
implemented in the Cheminformatics software RDKit. 115 MCSS uses a similarity criterion
to decide if an atom or bond match between two structures and aims to identify their
maximum overlap. MCSS, while widely used in context of automated alchemical free
energy simulations, in its original form may not always be suitable, particularly in cases
where atom mapping based on “maximum overlap” is not desired, and may lead to unstable
TI simulations or cycle closure issues. MCSS-E (or “extended” MCSS) is an atom-mapping
algorithm we developed that builds on the original MCSS algorithm and excludes from the
“maximum overlap” region that is identiﬁed purely from structural similarity, atoms that
diﬀer either in chemical identity or hybridization. This extension leads to more stable TI
simulations. MCSSnw and MCSS-Enw correspond to variants of MCSS and MCSS-E,
respectively, which ensures that the TC and TS regions of each unique ligand molecule are
identical in all transformations in which the ligand participates within the given network
(nw). Such a deﬁnition, along with setting up each system with identical number of solvent
particles, would enable new network-wide enhanced sampling methods to be used where
H-REMD could be performed to exchange between simulations along diﬀerent edges of the
thermodynamic graph. This technology is forthcoming, but not yet fully mature.
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3.5.2

Automated generation of topology and starting conﬁguration ﬁles for
RBFE simulations

RBFE simulations on a network of transformations require the MD simulation boxes for
the various TI calculations to be prepared in a consistent fashion. Our workﬂow can in an
automated way generate all the necessary topology and conﬁguration ﬁles using
user-deﬁned force ﬁeld, water and ion models, box size and shape, ion concentration, and if
speciﬁed, containing identical number of water molecules and ions. Moreover, the workﬂow
has the ﬂexibility to generate the topologies with and without hydrogen mass
repartitioning (HMR).
The initial conﬁguration ﬁles for a given RBFE calculation can be generated in two
diﬀerent ways. In the conventional approach, referred to here as the 1-state model, only the
receptor-reference ligand structure is considered and corresponds to the λ=0 state, while in
the 2-state model, both the receptor-reference ligand structure and receptor-target ligand
structures are considered and correspond to the λ=0 state and λ=1 state, respectively. The
latter is particularly useful if the conformation of the receptor is diﬀerent in the
receptor-reference and receptor-target complexes.

3.5.3

Automated generation of AMBER DD BOOST input ﬁles for a robust
equilibration protocol

Suﬃcient equilibration of starting structures is essential for accurate and precise RBFE
predictions. Our workﬂow utilizes an exhaustive and carefully chosen equilibration protocol
illustrated in Figure 7 and generates the input ﬁle infrastructure necessary for running
equilibration and production simulations. Equilibration simulations are divided into two
phases; the ﬁrst phase consists of rigorous equilibration of only the λ=0 state in case of the
1-state model and both λ=0 and λ=1 states for the 2-state model. This is followed by the
second phase in which all λ states are generated and equilibrated independently. In case of
the 1-state model, all λ states are generated from the equilibrated λ=0 state, while in case
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of the 2-state model, ﬁrst half of the λ windows are generated from the equilibrated λ=0
state and the other half of the λ windows are generated from the equilibrated λ=1 state.
Note: the 1-state model can produce hysteresis when the reference and target ligands are
switched, as this will change the starting conditions for the equilibration. For the 2-state
model, initial conditions consider both end states symmetrically that greatly reduce or
eliminate hysteresis.
Production simulations are initiated from the structures obtained at the end of the
equilibration. The workﬂow allows top-level control on the production simulation
parameters, such as simulation length, time step, use of replica exchange and ﬂags that are
speciﬁc to AMBER DD BOOST.

3.5.4

Automated analysis of RBFE simulations

Once the production TI simulations are performed, all simulations can then be collectively
analyzed using BARnet and MBARnet methods 60 implemented into FE-ToolKit.

4

Outlook for the Future

Free energy simulations have been around for more than two decades, and for the most
part have not yet lived up to their promise of delivering robust predictive capability for
drug discovery. We are now at the stage where new methods, low-cost high-performance
computing hardware, and GPU-accelerated software implementations 22 have come together
to make accessible free energy simulations that, for certain types of transformations, can be
made with meaningful precision. 6 This landmark achievement has positioned the ﬁeld to
begin to meaningfully explore factors that aﬀect the accuracy of free energy predictions,
perhaps the most important of which are the force ﬁeld models themselves. As ligand
binding involves the transfer of a ligand from often starkly diﬀerent electrostatic
environments (e.g., from aqueous solution to a protein binding pocket), it is likely that
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inclusion of explicit many-body polarization response will be important in the potential.
Further, the short ranged interactions between the ligand and protein are likely too
complex to be reliably modeled by traditional point-charge electrostatic and Lennard-Jones
potentials. One strategy is to use a quantum mechanical force ﬁeld (QMFF)
framework 116–118 for the ligand using a fast, approximate QM model with enhanced
QM-QM and QM/MM interaction potentials from deep learning. 119,120 While evaluation of
these potentials are signiﬁcantly more computationally intensive than a traditional MM
force ﬁeld, one can apply so-called book-ending corrections to only the end states with
relatively modest sampling. 121
Nonetheless, challenges still remain for certain types of complex ligand transformations
or binding events, including those that involve: 1) signiﬁcant coupled conformational
re-arrangement of the ligand and protein binding site, 2) charge-changing perturbations
between ligands, 3) scaﬀold/core hopping, 4) changes in tautomer and/or protonation state
of the ligand and/or target, 5) binding to metal centers, 6) covalent inhibition. The ﬁeld
will evolve to address these challenges and advance the state-of-the-art. Further
development of enhanced sampling methods that focus on the most relevant regions of
phase space will continue to be vitally important for making robust predictions for more
complex transformations. The full integration and testing of generalized ensemble methods
that enable dynamic sampling of tautomer and protonation states will also be important.
The use of an accurate QMFF framework (including augmentation with deep learning
potentials) will be important for modeling ligand compounds in order to address the
tautomer/protonation state problem, as well as challenges modeling binding to metal ions
and mechanisms of covalent inhibition where new covalent bonds between the ligand and
target are formed. Finally, the further development and application of methods for
network-wide analysis that include integration of experimental data to enhance predictive
capability will be extremely valuable for the development of new drugs in addition to
helping to inform precision medicine therapies.
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A
A.1

Computational Details
Simulation setup for the PMF proﬁle of acetic acid

The PMF calculations of acetic acid were done with ﬀ14SB 122 and GAFF force ﬁeld 22,123
with TIP3P 124 waters. There are a total of 61 umbrella simulations involving
equally-spaced displacements along the O=C-O-H torsion angle coordinate between 0 and
180 degrees. Each window is minimized and followed by 5 ps equilibration. Each simulation
is performed for 2.7 ns (the ﬁrst 200 ps was discarded and the remaining 2.5 ns was used for
data for analysis), and restrained harmonically using a force constant of 200 kcal/mol/rad2 .

A.2

General setup for the relative binding free energy simulations
of CDK2

The relative binding free energy simulations of the 1h1r to 1h1q were performed with the
pmemd.cuda module of AMBER20. 19,21,22 The ligand was modeled using the GAFF2 force
ﬁeld, 125 and the condensed phase environment was explicitly modeled with TIP4P
Ewald 126 waters. The whole ligands are deﬁned as the transforming regions (TC+TS)
while the phenyl ring is deﬁned as the TS region. The transformations were performed in
the modiﬁed SSC(2) softcore potentials with (m=n=2, α=0.5; β = 1) and with one-step
concerted softcore protocol using 21 alchemical evenly-spaced states between λ = 0.0 and
λ = 1.0 with spacing of 0.05. Each simulation was run in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble
for 5 ns using a 1 fs time step. The Berendsen barostat 127 and Langevin thermostat 128
were used to maintain a temperature of 298 K and 1 atm pressure. The long-range
electrostatics were evaluated with the particle mesh Ewald method using a 1 Å3 grid
spacing. 129,130 The H-REMD exchange interval is 20 fs. Only ligands complexed with
CDK2 were simulated to demonstrate the torsion distribution in the protein environment
hence no ∆∆G of relative binding free energy values are reported here.
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A.3

General setup for the relative binding free energy simulations
of P38

The free energy simulations were performed with the pmemd.cuda module of
AMBER20. 19,21,22 The ligand was modeled using the GAFF2 force ﬁeld, 125 and the
condensed phase environment was explicitly modeled with TIP3P 124 waters. The
transformations were performed in 3 stages: decharge, softcore Lennard-Jones, 64 and
recharge. The decharge and recharge stages were each performed using 5 evenly spaced λ
values. The softcore stage was performed using 12 alchemical states: λ = 0.0, 0.0479,
0.1151, 0.2063, 0.3161, 0.4374, 0.5626, 0.6839, 0.7937, 0.885, 0.9521, and 1.0. Ten
independent trials of each simulation were run using diﬀerent random number seeds to
adjust the initial conditions. Each simulation was run in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble
for 2 ns using a 4 fs time step and hydrogen mass repartitioning. The Berendsen
barostat 127 and Langevin thermostat 128 were used to maintain a temperature of 298 K and
1 atm pressure. The long-range electrostatics were evaluated with the particle mesh Ewald
method using a 1 Å3 grid spacing. 129,130
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